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Information and communication technologies (ICTs) capture,
store, process, share, display, protect, and manage informa-

tion. Together, they compose a globally oriented strategic
industry that, thanks to cost competitiveness, is becoming per-
vasive. The world has never before seen such a dramatic trans-
formation of space and time due to technology as it has in the
last five years.  Fluency in ICT skills has become a code for
competitiveness in the new, information-based economy.

Computer and Internet use is increasing at a breakneck
speed, particularly in Asia. The World Wide Web has become
a huge library, laboratory, and bazaar all rolled into one. In sev-
eral large developing countries, ICTs represent the fastest-
growing industries and are assuming growing macroeconomic
importance. Wireless phone use is expanding across geograph-
ic, sectoral, and class boundaries. Countries, companies, and
citizens that have the infrastructure, skills, and institutions that
complement ICTs are hooked to a veritable technological and
competitive juggernaut.

Do these new technologies offer any means of improving
the economic welfare of smallholder agriculturalists in devel-
oping countries?  And how can these technologies, especially
those surrounding the World Wide Web, be brought within
reach of these smallholder farmers?  

HOW ICTs HELP ALLEVIATE RURAL POVERTY
The first nexus between ICTs and rural poverty is economic
growth itself. Countries with vigorous growth rates overall are
associated with lower poverty, and rapid diffusion of ICTs is
increasingly seen as essential to accelerating growth. Thus
rapid diffusion of ICTs that can spur productivity growth
should be a high priority for developing countries. 

Relative lack of literacy and numeracy typically character-
ize the poor, as does lack of access to accurate price, technical,
and other information relevant to the profitability of their busi-
ness decisions and their integration with markets.  Illiteracy and
lack of education breed social and cultural isolation, and the
poor, who are often in remote areas, are further handicapped by
limited availability of public information that the nonpoor take
for granted (for instance, information about health and sanita-
tion hazards; public transportation schedules; rights to public,
gravity-flow irrigation systems; and natural disasters). Today,
more than ever before, having access to relevant, timely, ade-
quate, and accurate information is critical if the poor are to
make viable business, health, and safety decisions that can
enable them to escape poverty. 

HOW ICTs HELP SMALLHOLDER PRODUCERS
COMPETE IN THE GLOBAL MARKETPLACE
The information needs of the rural poor depend, among other
things, on geography and the stage of agricultural transforma-
tion at which a country finds itself. Asia, for example, is clear-
ly much further along than Africa in terms of the shift from
monocropping to a diversified agriculture. As agriculture
diversifies, production changes from monoculture staples to
mainly irrigated, high-value horticulture, aquaculture, animal
husbandry and poultry production, and floriculture. The mar-
keting cycles of these products are shorter than those for tradi-
tional crops from the standpoint of smallholder producers and
need tighter coordination with buyers. This situation puts a sig-
nificant premium on accurate, real-time information. As pro-
ducers undertake these activities on a wider scale and as a
nationwide distribution system begins to come of age, ICTs can
play a greater role in the business processes that create and
mobilize robust supply chains. Appropriate policies will be
required to ameliorate the significant market failures that are
bound to hobble the market integration of smallholders in such
technology-rich efforts. Without these policies a new kind of
“urban bias” would arise, generating inequality and instability
in developing countries.

Even smallholder agriculturalists must participate in an
increasingly integrated global economy characterized by
greater use of ICTs. Globalization will be accompanied by
more intense competition and redefined business processes
with an accent on much greater use of ICTs. ICT powerhouses
will harness high-end computing in their efforts to develop
designer crops and achieve “just-in-time” marketing and stor-
age of farm crops. Agents in smallholder agriculture have no
option but to try to find “hooks” with which to take advantage
of the ICT-led transformation.

ICTs can help the smallholder agriculturalists compete in
this global, information-driven marketplace by 

• Giving policymakers access to real-time market informa-
tion and best-practice insights and providing smallholder
farmers with the latest information about public interven-
tions in food and agricultural markets;

• Improving the profitability of business decisions and the
associated returns to labor of small fishermen and farmers,
traders, and other small producers by providing adequate,
up-to-date information, for example, on grain prices, pos-
sible supply shocks, and new or improved production tech-
niques;
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• Reducing private and public search and transaction costs;

• Fostering diversification of the rural economy;

• Saving lives by mounting early-warning information sys-
tems and introducing Internet-based healthcare solutions
and diagnostics;

• Using the Web to improve the education, training, and
income-earning potential of the poor in developing countries.

Smallholder agriculturalists often have strong latent demand
for production and marketing information and may not be able to
reach their economic potential without that information. The
poor who do have access to ICTs are using them to develop high-
ly customized marketing strategies. This is especially true with
wireless phones and the Internet. For example, in the rural
phones program run by GrameenPhone in Bangladesh, the poor
typically use cell-phone access as a production input (for exam-
ple, to keep in touch with market developments relating to per-
ishable goods). Such access has a considerable effect on the
poor’s production surpluses. This kind of use is not confined to
South Asia. In Laos, while cell phone purchases were motivated
mainly by social needs (getting in touch with loved ones), eco-
nomic uses (such as keeping abreast of the latest output and input
prices and exchange rates) were important too.  In both Ghana
and India, coastal fishermen, while still at sea, have used cell
phones for the latest information about markets with the best
prices for a particular catch. Also in south India, in villages
where fishermen in the past depended on astrologers to avoid
being lost at sea in inclement weather, they now depend on
broadcast advisories gleaned from the Web.

India’s Tamil Nadu University of Veterinary and Animal
Sciences, in collaboration with Cornell University, is setting up
a rural email network. Compared with a brick-and-mortar
extension system, the advantages of this emerging online ver-
sion are speed, a potentially much vaster reach, a much lower
cost of providing service, and wider interactivity. In this region,
raising fast-growing broiler chickens is common, thus making
access to emailed extension advice an important priority. 

In northeast Bangladesh, rural wireless broadband has
been installed using wireless local loop (WLL). WLL delivers
bandwidths broad enough to support applications such as the
downloading of graphics-rich Web pages replete with price and
product data. WLL is much cheaper than the global system for
mobile communications (GSM), which currently dominates the
digital cellular market, and thus appears destined to become the
ultimate platform of choice of rural telephony services. With
rural wireless broadband providing the basic models of teleph-
ony and Internet connectivity, it will be possible to discover
where and how agriculture, rural development, and communi-
cations technology intersect.

HOW TO BRING ICTs WITHIN REACH OF SMALL-
HOLDER AGRICULTURALISTS
How to bring this new crop of technologies within affordable
reach of smallholders in developing countries is among the most

actively debated issues in the international development com-
munity. The lack of bare essentials—literacy, social and physi-
cal capital, electrical power, and physical infrastructure—in
poor regions is a significant challenge in mainstreaming ICTs in
the service of smallholder agriculture. However, this challenge
needs to be met. Leaving the poor out of the technology loop
can leave them irretrievably, and unnecessarily, behind. 

These technologies have a community interface as well as
an individual interface. If governments provide necessary infor-
mation infrastructure as a matter of policy, communities can and
undoubtedly will invest in circumventing the limitations of poor
individuals. Those communities would of course need public
leadership in the development of policies and institutions.

The following policies have the potential to bring the ben-
efits of ICTs to smallholder agriculturalists:

• Create a congenial climate for high rates of investment,
including by private enterprise, in telecommunications and
information infrastructure that provides rural public call
offices and ICT-enabled communications centers on the
broadest basis;

• Invest in telecommunications companies and Internet con-
nectivity to the point of making them economically viable
commodities;

• Wire farmers into connectivity, archive indigenous knowl-
edge related to farm extension, convert it into local ver-
nacular, and populate an email network with farmers inter-
ested in receiving farm extension online;

• Host regular updates of prices of benchmark farm com-
modities for key terminal markets on government Web
sites, and make them available for downloading;

• Provide smallholder farmers with leading-edge computer
hardware, enabling applications that improve the produc-
tivity of the smallholder agriculturalists and promote farm-
friendly Web content; and

• Wire rural schools into the Internet, exposing children to
computerization to demystify technology; and make com-
puter labs in such schools into community learning hubs
where children learn computing during regular hours and
parents learn computing after-hours as continuing educa-
tion students.

Without ICTs the poor will find it all the more difficult to
integrate themselves with unfolding economic processes and
global markets, making their escape from the vicious cycle of
poverty even more uncertain. But their loss would also trans-
late into national and global economic loss. Investment in and
widespread diffusion of ICTs therefore should be a high prior-
ity for developing countries. �

For further reading see N. Chowdhury, U. Mohan, and K.
von Grebmer, “Information and Communication
Technologies, Poverty, and Food Security in the New
Century,” Communications Division Discussion Paper 1
(Washington, D.C.: International Food Policy Research
Institute, 2001, forthcoming).
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